RACE SUIT INFORMATION SHEET
modern-images.net | contact@modern-images.net | 706-681-4665 | 1023 Hwy 165, Ft. Mitchell, AL 36856

CUSTOMER NAME:

DATE:

PHONE NUMBER:

EMAIL ADDRESS:
CITY:

STREET:

STATE:

ZIP:

CREDIT CARD HOLDER’S NAME:
CREDIT CARD NUMBER:
EXPIRATION DATE:

CVV CODE:

ZIP:

» Please review ALL information carefully. If we do not have your vector art already, it must be sent via email in the following
formats: .ai, .eps, .cdr, .fs, .svg, .pdf(vector). If you cannot get vector ﬁles, art fees may apply, ask us about this.
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CUSTOM SUIT MEASUREMENT FORM
modern-images.net | contact@modern-images.net | 706-681-4665 | 1023 Hwy 165, Ft. Mitchell, AL 36856

» Please do not measure yourself. Have someone measure you but not atailor.
» Wear tight ﬁtting comfortable clothes such as underwear.
» Use a cloth measuring tape and keep it tight to the skin.

Name:
Email:

» Take exact measurements and do not add anything to them.

Phone:

If you have questions, please give us a call. We will make the suit to these
dimensions and will not be responsible for measurement errors.

Height:

A) Neck Circumference

Signature:

ft

in

Weight:

D.O.B:

B) Chest Circumference
C) Midway Between Chest & Waist Circumference
D) Waist Circumference at Navel
E) Hip Circumference Over Largest Part of Buttocks
F) Thigh Circumference
G) Calf Circumference
H) Center of Collar (w/arm bent in driving
position) to wrist bone
I) Under armpit to wrist bone (w/arm bent)
J) Under arm to ankle bone
Under arm to ankle bone to floor
K) Should seam to ankle bone
Shoulder seam to ankle bone to floor
L) Crotch seam to ankle bone
Crotch seam to ankle bone to floor
M) Belly Button (through crotch to back of waist - belt, not hips)
N) Center of Collar Bone (below adam apple) to Top of Belt
O) Sleeve Seam to Sleeve Seam
P) Collar Bone to Crotch Seam
Q) Circumference of Arm Opening (of a tshirt at shoulder)

Step by step instructional video is available on Velocita’s website, please watch it.. twice. PRINT NUMBERS CLEARLY. Once you have
completed your measurements, print your name, sign it and email it to chris@modern-images.net.. Your suit will be made to the
measurements you submit. Velocita and Modern Images assumes no responsibility for errors submitted on this measurement form and by
signing you assure these measurements are accurate and ,correct.
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